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EDITORIAL
General Conference
BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS

HE General Conference of 1959 that
concluded its sessions at 5:30 P.M.,
TJune
15 on Messiah College Campus,

Grantham, Pa., was one of the most
important Conferences in our history. Highlighting this important
conference were the following reports and actions:
Constitution
This was the second reading of the
Constitution. During the Conference
year 89%-plus of the congregations
had voted in favor of its adoption.
Following the second reading, considerable discussion ensued before the
vote was taken. The focal point of
discussion surrounded the sixth paragraph of the Confession of Faith
which contains the definition of the
general ordinances and the scriptural
practices of the church. The vote to
adopt was 216 in favor and 66 in opposition. The vote in favor was 28
more than the necessary majority to
approve.
Church, Review and Study Committee
The only item presented for consideration was the revised "Manual
of Doctrine and Government." This
report had been distributed throughout the brotherhood some two months
in the advance of the convening of
General Conference. Certain amendments and changes had been received
by the Committee prior to Conference, numerous of which were incorporated and submitted as amendments to the published items.
Most active discussion surrounded
the " B " section (ConferenceRulings)
of membership requirements, page
90. The Article as amended eliminated sections- 2 and 3. The essence
of sections 5, 6 and 7 of the former
Constitution and By-Laws, page 71,
were added as parts of section 1, with
the following paragraph as the conclusion of the section:
"To individuals who give testimony
to an experience of saving grace, but
who may not yet qualify for church
membership, it is the responsibility
of the church to supply spiritual nurture, provide pastoral care, and extend such privileges of fellowship as
the congregation may approve."
The greater part of the report as
submitted was a bringing together of
changes that had been approved by
previous Conferences, particularly
within the last seven years. The one
exception to this has to do with Real
Estate and Property Control. Proper(2)

ty control will now be vested in the
regional conferences. It will be necessary for each of the five regional conferences in the U. S. A. to incorporate, such incorporation to be subject
to the larger corporation, The General Conference.
All sections of the Manual were
finally adopted and pending next
year's action were made operative immediately by more than a 75% vote
necessary to suspend the present
Constitution and By-Laws.
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Foreign Mission Board
The Board reported the appointment of David Climenhaga to become
field superintendent in Africa in the
spring of 1960. He succeeds Arthur
Climenhaga who is returning to the
United States to take over the presidency of Messiah College in July
1960. The report indicated we have
164 people on foreign fields, including
children.
Messiah Academy Re-Study
This Committee on the basis of
their findings recommended the closing of the Academy on the Messiah
College Campus. Encouragement was
given for interested parties to avail
themselves of Christian Day Schools
in local areas and to those interested
in boarding school privileges in a
Christian academy, Niagara Christian College at Fort Erie, Ontario
was recommended.
Upon acceptance of the report, the
Conference then sustained a motion
to have a committee of seven continue the study of academy school
needs on the church level as affects
Atlantic, Allegheny and the Central
Conference areas.
In Brief
The Ministers Manual will be going to press and should be ready for
distribution late in 1959.
The Hymnal Committee set General Conference of 1961 as a tentative date for the release of a new
church hymnal. General Conference
approved the recommendation to
have the bringing out of the church
hymnal a joint project with the
United Missionary Church, three of
their men to sit with the committee.
Place of I960 General Conference,
Upland, California. Moderator for
1959-60, Bishop E. J. Swalm.
/ . N. H.

( N o t e : J u l y 13 issue, observations a n d
inspirational r e p o r t s on t h e General Conference. )

Letters to the Editor
,
Shippensburg, Pa.
Dear Editor:
Evangelical Visitor, May 18th, carried
l e t t e r s to t h e editor, which I r e a d w i t h
m u c h i n t e r e s t . I feel p r o m p t e d to w r i t e
you a few lines.
The editor of a religious p a p e r is like
m a n y o t h e r duties in a church, if it is not
done p r o p e r l y , y o u r job receives much criticism, b u t w h e n a t a s k is done well, like
y o u r s , i t receives v e r y little w o r t h y p r a i s e .
I w a n t you t o k n o w t h a t we do a p p r e c i a t e
your u n t i r i n g efforts to produce a good
church p a p e r a n d to keep t h e home church,
plus t h e mission field, inspired, i n s t r u c t e d
and encouraged.
If I w e r e to pick a n y special issue t h a t
m e a n t m o s t t o me, I would pick t h e m all.
I t h i n k t h e articles a r e so well w r i t t e n , t h e
p i c t u r e selection excellent and t h e p a g e s
from t h e front to t h e back a r e j u s t full of
valuable and i m p o r t a n t information.
Actually, a f t e r r e a d i n g t h e Visitor, I
wonder how your staff can produce a p a p e r ,
twice a m o n t h for t h e price of $3.00. T h e
p a p e r is of excellent q u a l i t y and t h e cut s
a r e good.
I a m a circulation m a n a g e r for our t o w n
n e w s p a p e r and I k n o w t h e cost of m a i l i n g ,
of picture c u t s , of proof-reading , etc. M a y
t h e Lord bless you good for y o u r labor. I
will be p r a y i n g for y o u r work.
Y o u r s in his service,
J o h n L. Oberholser
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A brief poem, You can read it
IingTinisless
than three minutes. Nothis known for sure about the

author of the poem save that his
name is Obadiah. If he ever wrote
anything more than this short piece
we have no record of it. Yet these
leg were destined to be a part
1 Library of God.
oem charged with judgi words run swiftly, like a
rong wind. The fire burns
[ called Edom. Edom
little country, settled by
its of the hunter, Esau.
ifted its red-brown head
rild country, above the
i glens. The people cut
f rock and dwelt on lofty
, as Isaac had pledged,
y the sword. The Edomhard and proud. Because
lood ties they should have
-:
ids of Judah; but they were
dah's most hateful enemies.
ick judgment which Obai at Edom one might see
1 the destiny of all nations
k to be strong apart from the
les of righteousness. Oddly
in this particular indictment,
i not charged with having
d and destroying Judah; Edom

The Poetry of Judgment
Lon Woodrum

simply stood by while some other
people outraged Judah. "You stood
aloof, as foreigners bore off his
goods, as aliens invaded him." But
what was more, Edom gloated over
the fall of Judah, "exulted over Judah
upon the day of ruin . . . laughed
aloud on the day of distress . . .
gloated over their agony on the day
of their calamity . . . betrayed their
survivors." (Moffat)
They never got away with it! Will
men never learn that lesson, that each
man is a part of humanity and cannot mock others' sufferings with impunity? "Your deeds shall recoil upon your own head!" cries the poet to
Edom. "As you did . . . so it is done
unto you." Over and over again this
truth, that men determine their fate

T/ze Living Scriptures^,
Wisdom and Folly

byJack hfamm

EVERY ONE THAT HEARETH THESE
WORDS OF MIME, AND DOETRTHEM,
SHALL BE LIKENED UNTO A WISE
MAN, WHO BUILT HIS HOUSE UPON
-HE mOC.: AND THE RAIN DESCENDED, AND THE FLOODS CAME, AND
THE WINDS BLEW, AND BEAT UPON
THAT HOUSE; AND IT FELL NOT: FOR
IT WAS FOUNDED UPON THE ROCK..
AND EVERY ONE THAT HEARETH THSSE WORDS OF MINE, AND DOETH THEM NOT
SHALL BE LIKENED UNTO A FOOLISH MAN, WHO BUILT HIS HOUSE UPON THE SAND™
AND ITFELL:ANP6REAT WAS THE FALLTHEREOF/_ir//g/ST (M&TTMW
7-74-Z7J
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by what they do to other men, is repeated, not only by prophets, but by
the experiences of history. Still we
never seem to understand. Like Edom
we think we can save ourselves with
our own power, no matter how we
put expediency above principle. But
we fool ourselves again and again;
we never win out. "Your pride of
heart has played you false!" Obadiah
says to Edom. Was. there ever a
greater traitor to man than his own
arrogance? Recently when a minister had spoken of dangers of judgment on America he was accosted by
a woman who cried, "That couldn't
happen to us?" When the minister
asked why she said, "Because—well,
because we're Americans!"
He
sighed and said, "Have you never
read in God's Book that the nations
of the earth are as a drop of water in
a bucket to God?"
Americans are no safer than
Romans or Babylonians when they
betray the truth and live badly. When
a famous; commentator recently exposed how prostitution was carried
on by "big business" -in some areas
he was given a "year's leave of absence," which we suppose is a polite
way of firing him. Something like
this went on in both Rome and Babylon before they collapsed. No nation
is secure whose people look lightly on
God's rule of life.
Edom felt safe. "Your pride of
heart has played you false, perched
in your fastness of the rocks, you
who built your home so high, thinking none could pull you down. Nest
high as any eagle, nest among the
stars—but I will pull you down, says
the Eternal."
The atom bombs, the rocket-eagles,
the fearful missiles, these will not
save us. We keep laying our plans,
arranging our world—and we forget
that God is making history behind
our own, setting up strategy that is
beyond our understanding.
Obadiah speaks of "plots to discomfit you, plots you had no wit to
see." We cast our fortunes on the
dice of human wisdom, and the dice
whirl and stop—and we have lost
(3)

everything. There is a sharp taunt
in the poet's words—"Your allies
have betrayed you!" Even our
friends become our foes when we lose
the friendship of God. Outside of
God there is nothing but despair, no
matter how things look from where
we sit now. They are all deadened
roads that lead away from God's
throne. We are smart—but we are
not smart enough. "Will not that be
the day, says the Eternal, when I
wipe out all the astute from Edom,
and the shrewd men from Esau's
ranges?" There is a vast irony in
this. It reminds us of the Apostle
Paul's ironical statement that the
world by its wisdom does not know
God. The "astute" and the "shrewd"
—how long will men continue to
stake their destinies on them, and be
"let down" by them? True wisdom
begins in a proper awe and respect
for God and His laws.
There is a further ironical note in
the poem. "Teman, even your heroes
will be terrified!" Evidently Teman
had produced some pretty rugged
fighting men. They were famous for
their courage. But even the brave
may be lost. Courage is not enough,
admirable as it is. We need more
than a fighting heart—we need a
faithful heart. In the sight of God
the word "holy" means more than
the word "hero."
But the poet will not use his brief
poem only to show the dark side of
judgment. Over the ruins of Edom
lifts a Throne. "So shall the Eternal
reign." And this is our hope. We are
saddened by the tragedy of Edom;
but, save for such tragedy, how would
our world endure the threats of
tyranny and slavery? Of Satan reigning in high places? God is love, but
without His judgments life would
forever be intolerable for millions.
"Why doesn't God stop communism?" someone asks. Oh, but He will!
He just isn't in a hurry, that's all. He
has all the time there is; He has
eternity. In the face of eternity communism is a snowflake before a blastfurnace. Never fear—God will manage His universe nicely. He will
have mercy, He will set up a cross.
He will send His Spirit. But He will
reserve judgment also. Judgment is
not just punishment for the evil; it is
protection for the righteous. Judgment is two-faced, and one face
smiles, the other frowns. Have faith.
Nothing shall finally defeat godliness.
Set these words before you: "So shall
the Eternal reign." And be of good
cheer—if you love God.
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YOUTH

Pax — An Opportunity
Jim Jahnke, Pax Europe
term with Pax in
A
Europe offers a wide variety of
experiences. There are opportunities
TWO-YEAR

for travel and education, Christian
fellowship in the European MCC
family, and responsibilities of daily
service on the assignment. But perhaps the most significant opportunity
of Pax men in Europe is the contact
with the European people and culture.
The European Pax Program, contrary to some other American installations in Europe, is established and
organized to this end. Pax men are
encouraged and given opportunity to
meet the German folk and to learn to
know what makes them different. Or
perhaps' I should say, what makes us
different. Because in Europe we are
the foreigners. Everyone notices us
with our accents, hands in pockets, or
water on the table. We are the ones
who stick out like sore thumbs, wondering why it is that people spot us
as foreigners; by just looking at us.
This process of learning to know, adjusting to, and finally appreciating
the European people and culture is
certainly educational. And we Pax
men are thankful for a program
which is designed to capitalize on
these opportunities.

Take a few of my experiences during the past few months as secretary
in the Frankfurt Pax Office, for example. During Easter vacation I
visited the Ernst Landes family on a
large Mennonite Hof near Heilbroon,
Germany. After a scenic trip through
the Neckar river valley to Heilbronn
I arrived in Lautenbach where I met
the Landes family including six
husky young boys, age 16 to 28.
The following two days were filled
to the brim as I observed the farm
work on the Hof, learned something
of the history of this family including war experiences, played in a
brass band with the "Lautenbachers,"
hunted Easter eggs, took part in the
Sunday morning Easter worship
service and communion with the
Heilbronn Mennonite congregation,
went on a hair-raising ride with an
old auto which is the pride and joy
of the Landes boys, and ate more

wonderful German cooking than I
can describe. I especially appreciated the opportunity to talk with
these fellows about pacifism. In the
course of history the German Mennonites have all but lost the principle
of conscientious objection to war. A
Pax witness in this area is sorely
needed.
A few weeks later I had an opportunity to spend a weekend in the
home of a German Evangelisch (state
church) pastor near Kassel. Pastor
Hoehn and his wife also provided the
excellent German hospitality which
I am beginning to take for granted.
In our discussion I found it very interesting to hear Pastor Hoehn say
that their concept of the relationship
between church and state is a bit confusing and that they have "much to
learn" from American Protestants on
this. Indeed, I replied, we have much
to learn from each other. American
Mennonite young fellows are especially fortunate to be able to fulfill alternative service in Europe where
this is possible.
Another illustration of AmericanGerman contacts on the inter-Mennonite level is the periodical German
Mennonite youth days. The weekend of May 9-10, I, along with other
Pax men, attended the Jugendtag
(Youth Retreat) at Stuttgart where
over 125 German Mennonite young
people met for fellowship, worship,
and discussion of problems confronting youth of today. The Enkenbach
choir, led by a Paxman, were a part
of the program and Lowell Goering,
Enkenbach unit leader, gave a short
explanation concerning the work and
purpose of Pax.
These opportunities for contact
with the European people and culture are just one part of a Pax experience. And the more one learns
the language and becomes acquainted
with the situation, the more the opportunities widen. For Christian
service, fellowship, travel, and education all wrapped in one package—
Pax is the thing. I for one am convinced that if the young fellows in
the States^ knew what Pax life is like,
our Akron headquarters would be
flooded with applications.
Evangelical Visitor

Wanted:
Church Alive!
Hess Brubaker

E
often been challenged by
the story of the Acts of the
W
Apostles, how in the face of opposiHAVE

tion and persecution they plodded
along, leaving a trail of blood, suffering and heartache. But they ever
went forward to perform the work
of Christ in the name of their Lord.
The first chapter of Acts says, "The
former treatise have I made 0 Theophilus of all that Jesus began both
to do and to teach." The book of the
Acts is the continual unfolding of a
church alive. Again, faced with the
fact of a cold stagnant religion, the
lives oif John Huss, Martin Luther,
John Calvin, John Wesley, David
Livingstone and multiplied others,
blazed the trail of men alive. Men,
alive with vision, alive with passion,
always count not their lives dear unto themselves but give at any cost for
the Christ.
Today the message comes to us
with stinging clarity. In the last fifteen years more Christians have died
for their faith than any other equal
time in the history of the world. They
are dying because they dared to believe God. While we here in America sit in our ease and comfort, do we
not hear the words from the Master:
"Because I live ye shall live also"?
Should not this cause our hearts to
burn within us? Christ is alive!
That He might live and move in our
hearts, should be our most consuming
passion.
Will we remove the blinds that
have been placed by our indifference,
the pride of life, the lust of the flesh
and the lust of the eye ? What will it
take to deliver us from this bondage,
that we may see clearly the principles
that are set before us? Must we wait
until we stand in the shadows and
June 29, 1959

watch our fellow Christians in
America lose their lives? Must we
wait until Communism has crowded
us into a corner? Is not the handwriting on the wall clear enough for
us to repent? Oh yes, we like to point
to others, but did we ever do a heart
examination of faith in our own beloved church? Where are the men?
Where are the women of faith, of
character who are willing to stand
for their faith? Not as accusers of the
brethren for such is the devil, but
make their lives rivers of abundant
life that others can taste and see that
the Lord is good. We as a body of
believers have enjoyed His grace until this day, joined together with a
united faith and a united love found
only in Christ.
We are called under God to promote the Gospel. We are His witnesses and He has entrusted into our
hands a message. There are those
who would like to destroy the
Church's message, subtracting or
compromising the message. There
are those who would like to tie the
message to the years that are past.
Where are men of faith and where
are the women of faith who will dedicate their lives, a living sacrifice for
a Church Alive?
If there is in your heart, fear for
the church and you fear the future,
join the disciples in the upper room
in their fear after the Crucifixion.
The opposition seemed too great and
the circumstances unsurmountable.
But when they met the Christ there
was peace. Fear was dispelled in the
presence of a living Christ. If there
is sorrow in your heart because the
state of the church seems so lamentable and there is no future for it, why
not linger by the tomb with Mary?

"Mary," was the word of the Lord
Jesus that dried her tears to which
she replied, "My Lord and my God."
If in your heart there is doubt, "I
will not believe in a living Christ or
Church unless and until I see them in
my way and by my requirements." It
may be that you deplore the death of
the body as represented by the Brethren in Christ Church. Why not stand
with Thomas, yes, why not fall at the
feet of Jesus and then cry, "My Lord
and my God," and let Christ once and
for all remove from us the enemy of
doubt. "Be not faithless but believing." Is there perplexity and are you
uncertain of the life of Christ and
the church? Walk down the road to
Emmaus and listen to the Lord Jesus
Christ open unto you the understanding of the Scriptures. Let your heart
burn within you as the truth of God
is divided rightly to you. Say with
them, This is the Church of the Living Christ. Then arise and run to tell
the brethren and the world that the
Christ is alive—the Brethren in
Christ Church—alive.
It is my passionate desire that the
Church of the Brethren in Christ
may be alive. May it come to life in
such a forceful manner that Christ is
the Church's only passion, that all
the energy of our lives may be vested
in Him, that no man shall call that
which he has his own. May our all
be given for the promotion of the
cause and kingdom of our Lord Jesus
Christ. May all the enemies of the
cross, such as fear, doubt, sorrow,
anxiety, be repulsed and removed by
the power of our living Saviour, our
Lord Jesus Christ and be relegated
to the devil and his followers.
West Charleston, Ohio
(5)

1

Baptizing at Mtshabezi Mission

The missionaries line up near the tanks.
Sister Herr in right center and Brother
Jacob Shenk at the extreme right.

Schoolgirl portion of the crowd gathering at the two tanks built near the church
and usable as baptistries.

Applicants entering pools. Notice Brother
Herr in left center.

After writing' appreciatively of Brother Ohmer Herr's visit to our African field, the General Superintendent says: "I asked Brother Herr to help
in baptizing at Matopo and Mtshabezi. At the latter place there were 43
baptisms and I had three assisting me."

rrbu*AAefdwid;9
JqxiUnot tuant.

Four baptizing: left and in distance,
Brother G. E. Bundy; next and almost hidden, Brother Nason Moyo; Brother Herr;
Brother A. Climenhaga.

(6)

Extra! An inside shot: "I-W" Potteiger
studies the Word after the Saturday afternoon service.
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" H a p p y Acres"
A Book Review
Have you wondered how to make Family
Worship worthwhile and meaningful to the
younger children in your family
If you
are looking for a book that would be helpful to you in teaching the simple truths of
practical Christian living—or of making
the principles of the Gospel—real Gospel
truth—simple enough for the grasp of all
the family, try "HAPPY ACRES" by Erling Nicolai Rolfsrud (Augsburg Publishing House).
In the foreword he says, "This book is
primarily for families with children of elementary school age . . . intended as a supplementary book for reading at Family
Devotions . . . The Bible is the Word of
God; therefore no other book should ever
take its place at the Family Altar . . . It
has been said of laymen in a congregation,
that you must use them or you will lose
them. We may well adapt this thinking to
those who gather about the Family Altar
. . . Certainly it is the father's place to take
the lead but he should not monopolize . . .
Where, but at the Family Altar, is a better
place for a child to learn to form the habit
of spontaneous prayer?"
It is the delightful story of the doings of
the Johnston family, father, mother and
six children who live on a farm in North
Dakota. "They weren't a story-book family
that lived happily ever after . . . there was
pretty sure to be some time when two little
Johnstons had a misunderstanding . . . One
would do something he knew he shouldn't
do—and then Dad or Mom Johnston would
take that naughty child to the basement of
the barn and talk to him with one hand."
Each chapter is short and is some incident connected with their everyday life on
the farm related to a theme from the Bible.
It exemplifies or teaches the meaning of a
particular Bible verse without seeming to
preach. Mark said one day, "Mom is just
chock full of Bible verses," and she was. It
didn't matter whether they were planting
potatoes, cleaning eggs, pulling dandelions
out of the yard, coming home from school
with some problem, troubled about the
neighbor's new car and their old one—or
whatever, there was always a lesson from
the Bible for a directive for each occasion.
An interesting feature is the questions for
family discussion at the end of each chapter. Then, too there is always a memory
verse.
If you do not like a few references to
children as "kids," and I don't, you can
interpret that for your children as you read
it.
Whe-n Melissa found the comic books up
in the tree house where Mark and Ann had
them—the neighbors had given them but
they hadn't told anyone—father and mother
Johnston handled the case very deftly and
this came out of it: "The kind of books we
read help us to make the kind of men and
women we want to become."
When Ann didn't stay by her egg cleaning and the whole family was delayed and
got to town just as the parade ended, of
course the rest of the children griped about
Ann. Mom said, "No, it isn't fair. But
that's the way things work out. When one
person in the family fails to do his part,
things go wrong for the whole family. 'For
none of us liveth unto himself " (Rom. 14:
7).
When Ann and Melissa scampered off to
play at the neighbors without first tidying
up their room and found the sign "Suky
Lives Here" on their door when they returned—Suky was the pig and Mark put
the sign up—Mom came up with this Scrip-
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ture, "Let all things be done decently and
in order." This verse wasn't written especially for housekeepers but its good advice for housekeepers, too.
"Happy Acres" will be helpful to you in
making of Family Devotions an adventure
to be enjoyed by all rather than a discipline not to be desired.
Erling Nicolai Rolfsrud was born on a
farm, graduated from State Teacher's College and then taught school for three years.
During this period his first children's story
was published. He graduated from Concordia College, Moorehead, Minnesota in

1938, taught for several years, then returned to his alma mater as head of the
new commercial department. Since 1946 he
is giving full time to writing. Happy
Acres is his ninth book. The idea, and the
need for it came from his own family of
six lively children.
One feels the impact of the testimony of
(she Christian Home when almost the last
thing in the book Grandpa Haglund, a very
lonely and hard-to-approach old man says:
with a big tear in his eye, "I want to believe in Jesus, too. I have seen Jesus in
you people."

"Look on the Fields"
Avery Heisey, pastor, San Franciscoi Life Line Mission
on the fields: for they are
white already to harvest . . Thrust
LinOOK
thy sickle, and reap: for the harv-

est of the earth is ripe." "Throw out
the Life-Line with hand quick and
strong; Why do you tarry, why linger so long? See, he is sinking; oh,
hasten today—-and out with the LifeBoat! away, then away! Soon will
the season of rescue be o'er; Soon
will they drift to eternity's shore;
Haste then, my brother, no time for
delay, but throw out the Life-Line,
and save them today."
As the superintendent of the Life
Line Mission stands on the brink of
eternity's shore he sees the struggles
and hears the cries of the thousands
who are wringing their hands and
pleading, begging for us to throw
them a life line. But alas, we find
ourselves with an ample supply of
life-savers with ropesi already attached, but no one to throw out the
line and pull them to shore.
In the past year the under-staffed
crew has been able to throw the line
to over 29,000 alcoholics, narcotics
and benighted souls in the down-town
rescue mission in San Francisco. At
the same time the Word of God was
sown to over 3,k00 people in the Sunday School. Some 3,500 were touched
in the morning worship service in
the Community Chapel. Over 1,200
were encouraged and strengthened
through the prayer meetings and
Bible studies. Thirty-three were added to the church in the past year.
Many reclaimed and some miraculously healed of physical illnesses.
Many were visited in the jails and
hospitals and some in the mental institutions. But this is not enough;
the amount yet to be reached far exceeds what was reached.
Due to inadequate housing facilities there are actually hundreds that
could be reached and saved through
proper housing and rehabilitation fa-

cilities. There are over 23 hospitals
in the city with a bed capacity of
over 5,000. Hundreds of these poor,
dying souls have no one to visit them
and tell them about Jesus in their dying hours. There are some 831 convicts in the city and county prisons,
and there is no better time to reach
these people than when they have
been apprehended, and when they
have time to stop and think and read
and let God speak to them. Many of
these alcoholics and narcotics have
clear minds then and only then and
the Gospel has a chance to penetrate,
if only they would have some one to
bring the Gospel to them.
". . . The harvest truly is great,
but the labourers are few: pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest that
he would send forth labourers into
the harvest." Lk. 10:2. I wish that it
would be in my power to enjoin upon
the church the injunction to pray
that the Lord would raise up workers
to join the staff at the Life Line Mission. The sentence, "pray ye that
the Lord would send forth workers"
is a phrase that most people are
afraid to pray. They would not pray
this prayer long until they would
shout out the words of Isaiah, "Here
am I, Lord, send me."
My appeal in this article is to the
hundreds of young people who present themselves at a consecration altar and say to the Lord, "I'll go
where you want me to> go, I'll do
Lord what you want me to do." What
happens to these consecrated young
people? Where are they when the
Lord of the harvest is pleading for
workers to go into His vineyard?
Dear young people, won't you accept
the challenge? Write to the Board of
Missions and Extension and say,
"Yes, I will come and take hold of one
of those ropes and throw out the Life
Line to those poor lost souls sinking
in despair."

Home Mission Treas.: Be v. Andrew Slag-en weit, R. 1, Box 161 Ii, West Milton, Ohio
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One Woman's Prayer
S. D. Gordon
GOOD while ago in old, smoky,
foggy, lovely London there was a
A
fully surrendered, consecrated wom-

an—gray-haired, bent back (she
spent many hours a day over the
washtub and the ironing board—that
was. her social standing). She had
a boy. He ran away to sea in his
teens and for years she did not know
where her boy was. And she prayed,
of course. These praying mothers!
And prayer never slips! Many a time
the dew of her eyes mingled with the
suds as she prayed for John on the
high seas, she knew not where. And
the prayer was answered, of course.
No real, simple prayer ever slipped
yet. It cannot. And John came to
Jesus. And then he began telling
others about Jesus and he became
known as "the sailor preacher" of
London. And John Newton, London's sailor preacher, was the means
of turning men—I will use a big
word, thoughtfully — by the thousands to Jesus.
Among the many that John Newton touched, there was one man,
Thomas Scott—cultured, scholarly,
moral, "did not need a Saviour." But
Newton touched Scott, and Scott
came to Jesus. And then Scott, as
many of you know, by tongue and by
pen—again I will use that big word
—swayed thousands for Jesus.
Among the many that Scott
touched, there was one man, the very
reverse of Scott—young, dyspeptic,
melancholy, "too bad" for God to
save. But Scott touched Cowper, and
Cowper found out about a fountain
in the flood of blood. He wrote down
this hymn, "A Fountain Filled With
Blood." Some folk do not like that
hymn today. Some of the new hymn
book makers are leaving it out. But
the old hymn was sung, and saved
people by the thousands. (That word
again!)
And Cowper touched a man among
the many, Wilberforce — clever, a
Christian statesman, who was a lay
preacher of the old school. And Wilberforce touched—again that big
word—thousands of the great middle
class (as they say yonder) of England and inspired the Empire to free
its slaves.
And Wilberforce, among the many,
touched one man, a vicar of the
Church of England, in the Channel
Isles; namely, Richmond. He was
(10)

changed. And Richmond knew the
story of the daughter of a milkman
in an adjoining parish. She had had
an unusual touch of the power of
God. He wrote down her story. He
called the little bit of a book, "The
Dairyman's Daughter." And the
Dairyman's Daughter went into
forty odd foreign translations (a remarkable thing in that day). The
little bit of a book went into peasants' huts and kings' palaces and all
between and everywhere burning like
a soft, intense flame. And untold
thousands of lives were touched and
changed.
The center of the whole thing, an
old woman—gray-haired, bent back,
stubby fingers bending over the
washing and ironing as she prayed
for her boy, John.
The Man on the throne yonder,
who came from the throne to the
cross and back, He would say: "This
woman, she was My friend. Through
her prayer I could loosen out the
power that touched untold thousands."—The Herald

Family Evangelism
by
Egar Fritz
IG, six-foot-four Roy Kramer sat in
the back seat of his church one
BSunday
morning, a discouraged man.

Not about business, for business was
good. Kramer owned and operated
the Tacoma Park Moving and Storage Company where things were going very well. His discouragement
had to do with the seemingly hopeless
task of bringing his many unconverted relatives to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. Ever since his
own remarkable conversion from a
life of sin and worldliness, Roy had
longed and prayed for his brothers
and sisters, his mother and his father, who only laughed when he witnessed to them about his new-found
Saviour. For two years Roy had
tried to win them, but there seemed
to be no progress, and they went on
in their path of rebellion toward God.
But that morning in church, Roy
Kramer heard a message of hope
from a new voice—not from the pastor, but from a layman who was representing the Christian Home League
and who gave several inspiring testimonies of God's faithfulness in answering the united prayers of families
for unconverted neighbors,
friends, and loved ones. He cited
one example of a family which had
prayed two years for the hopeless
town drunkard, who had finally been

wonderfully converted. This former
alcoholic is now a pastor of a thriving church, grateful for the family
that prayed for him.
Roy went home that day with a
new vision of what God was able and
willing to do when His people would
do His will and believe His promises
in simple faith and united prayer.
With his wife and three lovely daughters, this splendid Christian businessman formed the habit of leaving
their table each evening after dinner
and going into their livingroom for
a season of earnest, united prayer for
their loved ones who needed Christ.
One by one, God heard their prayers
and brought these stubborn relatives
into a joyful knowledge of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
Sometimes months would go by
without any new conversions. The
Kramers became very conscious of
the promises of God that encouraged
faith for such an adventure as they
were entering into. All through this
experience they clung to the promise
in Acts 16:31 which gave them hope
for their entire family—"Believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt
be saved, and thy house." But also
they were wise enough to search the
Scriptures for God's admonitions as
to what our part is, what God has a
right to expect of us before He answers prayers for such wonderful
victories as the Kramers were expecting of Him.
So when these long periods of
seemingly fruitless praying would
come, they would recall that God had
spoken to us through David—"If I
regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord
will not hear me." They would
search their hearts and yield to God
everything they knew of that could
possibly stand in the way of answered
prayer. Every known sin had to go.
But the rewards were truly wonderful. Time and time again, as they
dwelt together on things God brought
to their minds and hearts that were
hindrances to answered prayer, they
would say "Yes Lord" to Him on
these matters, and see again the wonderful power of God working in the
lives of those for whom they were
praying. One by one they came to
Christ—even brothers and sisters
who had been professed agnostics—
who had no time for God; one after
another they came, humbled themselves before Him and allowed Christ
to become their Saviour and Lord.
After four years of united family
prayer, fourteen out of the fifteen
unconverted Kramer relatives had
experienced remarkable conversions,
and were doing their best to win
others for Him.
Evangelical Visitor

PREACHERS
Only $300
(Operation "S"-tewardship)
T WAS the difference between this
car and that one. Neither was in
the low-priced bracket. Of course
that one was slightly larger and more
luxurious than this one but the difference wasn't much — only three
hundred dollars. Surely that amount
didn't matter—at least it didn't matter much to my bank account.
As the angels looked at it, was it
much or wasn't it? What could be
done for the Lord with three hundred
dollars ?
$300 would provide three-fifths of
a housing unit for an African family
at the Wanezi Bible Institute.
—would purchase one tenth of the
surgical and other equipment necessary for the enlargement program of
the Macha Hospital.
—would purchase almost nine
African student scholarships for the
three areas of Bible training provided by the Mission Bible Schools.
—would buy twelve units of equipment for the Missionary Children's
Hostel.
—would provide the Evangelistic
Fund to assist the African nationals
in their ministry to their own people.
—would buy the washing machine
for the second missionary home in
Cuba and have enough left for eight
scholarships for needy children to
come to school.
—would buy the lawn mower to
keep mission and schools grounds in
Cuba in good condition; a desk for
mission records and files, and twentyfour pupils' desks for the school
room.
—or would provide the equipment
for the mission school grounds and
the lawn mower.
—would provide educational support for five orphan and poor children among the Hindus, Santals, and
Christians at our mission in India.
—would provide the needed Evangelism Fund for special campaigns in
India.
—would provide twelve units of
literature for evangelism and Christian growth for the Mission in Japan.
—would pay for fifteen radio
broadcasts in Japan.
—would pay one fifth of the support of one missionary for one year.
—would support twelve orphans in
Korea for one year.
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—would fill a rice bowl for an orphan in Hong Kong three times a day
for 300 days.
—would support an orphan for five
years or five orphans for one year on
a certain mission field in Africa.
—would pay for sowing Gospel
seed over eight radio stations' covering an area where lives one half the
world's population, for 300 minutes
or five hours.
—would support ten half-hour programs in Russian or any other of
thirty-six languages in the Orient.
—would buy ten portable radios to
place in ten villages in mountainous
interiors in the Orient where no missionary is. These jungle people could
hear the Gospel in their own language.
Only $300. It doesn't matter much
—or does it? It can buy things that
are nice for us, but Oh, how much it
could provide that is needed to get
the Gospel to the world's millions
who: are dying without hope of salvation ! What do you think the angels,
seeing, are saying about the way we
are spending it?
—C. R. H.

The Bible
This is the greatest book on earth,
Unparalleled it stands;
Its author God, its truth Divine
Inspired in every word and line,
Tho' writ by human hands.
This is the living rock of truth
Which all assault defies.
O'er every stormy blast of time
It towers with majesty sublime;
It lives, and never dies.
This is the volume of the Cross;
Its saving truth is sure;
Its doctrine pure, its history true,
Its Gospel old, yet ever new,
Shall evermore endure.
—Author unknown

The Bible—Read it to be wise,
Behave it to be safe; _
Practice it to be holy.

Unadulterated Spiritual
Milk

" T H E thoughtful reader of ScripI ture will not pass over any expression, however trivial it may
"BRILLIANT" young minister, col- seem to be. Such an one will ever
lege and seminary graduate, was bear in mind that the book which lies
heard to say, "My dear young people, open before him is from God, and
you see the first three chapters of therefore perfects—perfect as a whole,
Genesis is a naive attempt on the perfect in all its parts. Every little
part of the authors of Genesis, who- word is pregnant with meaning; each
ever they were, to explain the great little point, feature, and circummystery of creation." He then went stance contains some spiritual teachon to say that nobody knows how ing for the soul.
man came to be what he is today.
"No doubt infidels and rationalists
This in a denomination famous a altogether fail in seizing this weighty
generation ago for its great loyalty to fact, and, as a consequence, when
the Word of God.
they approach the divine volume,
What a contrast to this are the they make the saddest havoc. They see
words of the late, intellectual and flaws where the spiritual student sees
spiritual giant, Dr. R. A. Torrey, only gems; they see incongruities and
used of God around the world and in contradictions where the devout, selfprolonged Bible teaching in this coun- distrusting, Spirit-taught disciple betry. He said, "I have been reading holds divine harmonies and moral
the Bible every day for nearly fifty- glories.
six years, and studying it every day
"This is what we might expect, and
for forty-nine years. The more I read it is well to remember it nowadays.
it, and especially the more closely and 'God is His own interpreter' in
minutely I study it, the more pro- Scripture as well as in providence;
foundly impressed I am that it is and if we wait on Him, He will asipeerless, stands alone among all the suredly make it plain. But as in
booksi of the world, has no rival, and providence 'blind unbelief is sure to
that to put any book in the same cate- err, and scan His. ways in vain,' so
gory with it is to be ridiculously un- in Scripture it is sure to err, and
fair and utterly lacking in intellectual scan His lines in vain. And the deand moral discernment. The Bible is vout poet may have gone further; for,
God's own Book and God's only most surely, unbelief will not only
scan God's ways and God's Word in
Book."
—Adapted from "The Broadcaster" vain, but turn both the one and the

God's Book
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other into an occasion of making a the writings of Rev. C. H. Macintosh,
blasphemous attack upon God Him- a Scotch preacher of the everlasting
self—upon His nature, and upon His Gospel and was written no less than
character, as well as upon the revela- one hundred years ago. If these
tion which He has been pleased to thoughts were timely then they are
give us. The infidel would rudely no less timely today. It is not the
smash the lamp of inspiration, infidel or the agnostic who is doing so
quench its heavenly light, and in- much harm today as the liberal
volve us all in that deep gloom and theologian who is undermining conmoral darkness which inwrap his fidence in the unerring Word of the
misguided mind.
Living God.
"We are exceedingly desirous to
The subject comes from Phillips
cultivate the habit of profound and translation of I Pet. 2:2 ". . . you
careful study of holy Scripture. It should be crying out for unadulteris of immense importance. To say or ated spiritual milk to make you
to think that there is so much as a grow!" Dr. Verykul translates it:
single clause, or a single expression, ". . . be thirsty for the unadulterfrom cover to cover of the inspired ated thought-nourishing milk, so that
volume, unworthy of our prayerful by its use you may grow up . . ."
meditation, is to imply that God the
Let us be drinking deep and thus
Holy Ghost has thought it worth His prepared to lead those of our flock to
while to write what we do not think "long for the pure spiritual milk, that
it worth our while to study.
by it (they) may grow up . . ."
"All Scripture is given by inspira- (RSV) ; strengthened in the "inner
tion of God," (2 Tim. 3:16) This man," "being born again, not of corcommands our reverence. "Whatso- ruptible seed, but of incorruptible,
ever things were written aforetime by the Word of God, which liveth and
were written for our learning." (Ro. abideth forever."
15:4) This awakens our personal in—C. R. H.
terest. The former of these quotations proves that Scripture comes
from God; the latter proves that it
comes to us. That and this, taken together, bind us to God by the link of
holy Scripture—a link which the
devil, in this our day, is doing his
very utmost to snap; and that, too, BULLETIN-BITS
by means of agents of acknowledged
Sunday evening, May 31, the New Guilmoral worth and intellectual power. ford, Pa., congregation sponsored a HymnGroups from surrounding congregaThe devil does not select an ignorant sing.
tions assisted in the service.
or immoral man to make his grand
Nearby churches had guest speakers
and special attacks upon the Bible, from General Conference for their morning
for he knows full well that the former worship service, June 14. Erwin W. Thomas
at Lancaster, Pa.; John Zercher at
could not speak, and the latter would was
Pequea; George Shelter at Maytown; Ernnot get a hearing; but he craftily est
Boyer at Fairland; Walter Winger at
takes up some amiable, benevolent, Palmyra; John Hostetter at Hummelstown;
and popular person—someone of C. Ray Heisey at Hollowell and John
blameless morals—a laborious stu- Schock at New Guilford.
Henry F. Landis, Des Moines, Iowa closed
dent, a profound scholar, a deep and
meeting at Bethel Chapel, Pa.,
original thinker.. Thus he throws ajusttwo-week
prior to the convening of General Condust in the eyes of the simple, the un- ference, June 10.
The pastor of the Lancaster, Pa. congrelearned, and the unwary.
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"Christian reader, we pray you to
remember this. If we can deepen in
your soul the sense of the unspeakable value of your Bible, if we can
warn you off from the dangerous
rocks and quicksands of rationalism
and infidelity, if we are made the
means of stablishing and strengthening you in the assurance that when
you are hanging over the sacred page
of Scripture you are drinking at a
fountain every drop of which has
flowed into it from the very bosom of
God Himself, if we can reach all or
any of these results, then our effort
has been worthwhile."
*
*
*
The foregoing has been taken from
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gation, S. Lane Hostetter received a tape
recorder to be used in his visitation ministry.
The Atlantic Conference Youth Retreat
is planned for July 18-19 at the United Zion
Camp Grove near Manheim, Pa.
The Eber Dourte family were guest
speakers at their former pastorate, Hollowell, Pa., Sunday June 7.
Leslie Unruh, delegate to the General
Conference at Messiah College was scheduled to report to the Upland Congregation,
Upland, California Sunday evening June
14. He left Baltimore, Md. by jet plane at
3:00 p.m. the same afternoon.
David H. Wenger, Valley Chapel, Ohio
has a "Family of the Week" in the church
bulletin. Brief historical facts are given
concerning the family—a good way to get
better acquainted.
E. J. Swalm preached the installation
sermon at Air Hill, Sunday, June 7. Charlie
B. Byers then installed Wilbur Benner as
pastor.

Brethren in Christ Church
Summer Camp Meetings
Midwest Conference
Abilene, Kansas
July 26-August 2
Alvin C. Burkholder, Camp Director
Carl J. Ulery, Evangelist
J. Wilmer Heisey, Bible Teacher
Wm. and Mary Hoke, Missionaries to India
Louis R. King, Guest Speaker
Raymond G. Niesley, Song Leader
For further information write to Mrs. R.
I. Witter, Navarre, Kansas.
Atlantic and Allegheny Conferences
Roxbury, Pa.
August 1 to August 9
Directors
Bible Teachers
Charlie B. Byers
Morton Dorsey
Henry A. Ginder
Albert H. Engle
Evangelist
Prayer Leaders
Luke Keefer
Harry Hock
Homer Rissinger
Youth Leader—John Schock
For further information write to A. C.
Zook, R. 1, Chambersburg, Pa.
Central Conference
West Milton, Ohio
August 15-23.
Carl J. Ulery, Camp Director
Roy V. Sider, Evangelist
Edward Gilmore, Bible Teacher
Raymond Niesley, Song Leader
Elam Dohner, Prayer Leader
Warren Sherman, Youth Leader
Paul L. Kindschi, Guest Speaker
The Lloyd Buckwalters, Children's Workers
For information write to Andrew Slagenweit, R. 1, West Milton, Ohio.
Canadian Conference
Fort Erie, Ontario
August 23-30
Edward Gilmore, Camp Director
Charlie B. Byers, Evangelist
R. I. Witter, Bible Teacher
E. J. Swalm, Bible Teacher
Wm. and Mary Hoke, Missionaries to India
LeRoy Walters, Song Leader
Christian and Cora Sider, Prayer Leaders
Lester and Mary Fretz, Children's Workers
For information write to Charles Wright,
Ridgeway, Ontario, Canada.

Pleasant Hill, Ohio
Rev. John Wheeler was guest speaker at
the Christ's Crusaders luncheon in the
church basement on Feb. 1. He also
preached in the evening service. As part of
the C. C. activities, our young people gave
the children at Knopp's Home a party.
Games were played and refreshments
served.
Bishop Swalm came to us for our revival
services Feb. 4-15. The Prime Minister
called for him concerning the Peace Churches in Canada and Bishop Ulery brought
God's message the last three nights. Our
attendance was good, having community
folk in the services each night. Souls unburdened their hearts at the altar where
God is always ready to answer prayer.
Rev. Erwin Thomas was guest speaker at
the World Day of Prayer.

Evangelical Visitor

Pastor Sherman, in our spring council
was invited to remain as pastor for another
three years.
Rev. and Mrs. Wm. Hoke are welcomed
home from India. Mrs. Hoke brought a
message in the W.M.P.C. on March 4.
March 8, they showed their slides and gave
us a real insight of their work. March 12
over 90 attended the food shower given to
them in the church basement.
Several farmers of our congregation with
the pastor saw a need in that one of our
"members was unable to plow and plant
com in his field. Two afternoons completed the job and many of us were the
richer in helping our fellowman. Others of
our congregation responded in a financial
way.
On May 5 the fairer sex of the congregation enjoyed a Mother and Daughter fellowship dinner in the church basement. The
group included neighbors and friends,
mothers of our Sunday-school children, a
mother and her daughter from Alaska, and
our missionary Mary Hoke and daughter
from India.
Our most honored guest was Grandma
Stump. She'll be 100 years old on Aug. 31.
She spoke a few words on the subject "If
I were Young Again." She is so grateful
to the Lord for the way He has kept her
all these years.
Two mothers spoke to us. Mrs. Eugene
Lenear, a Negro neighbor of our Sunday
School teacher, brought us greetings from
her Baptist church in Troy and spoke
words to the daughters as well as the
mothers. Mary Hoke told us about India
mothers. Our Bishop's wife, Sr. Fern
Ulery, gave us the main address. She gave
all mothers—whether young or old or in
between—something to think about.
The Homebuilders Sunday School class
sponsored the dinner. The ladies of the
class prepared the meal and the gentlemen
did the serving. An evening of Christian
fellowship 'was enjoyed by all.
F. H.

Other topics during the conference were
"The Unfinished Task," Ira Stern; "The
African Woman in Her Advance," Miriam
Stern; "Open Doors in India," William
Hoke; "Our Field," Mary Willms; and "The
Work as it is Today," Enos Sibanda. Bro.
Sibanda stated, "When we have this peace
within us, it is not for us to keep it but to
tell others."
The final address of the conference was
given by Bro. Hostetter, "Look on the
Fields." Many statistics were given concerning the great need of the world which
were very stirring to one's heart. There
were a number who stood at the close of the
service to rededicate their lives to service
for Christ as He may lead, and others
sought the Lord publicly.
The offerings during the conference including the Sunday morning offerings at the
various churches amounted to over $4100.
On August 29, 1958 the Fairview Congregation took definite steps towards building
a church parsonage by approving three
committees appointed by the church board
—Promotion and Finance Committee, Build-

Fairvie'.v Church, Englewood, Ohio.
The Southern Ohio Missionary Conference sponsored by the Women's Missionary
Prayer Circles was held at the Fairview
Church, May 22, 23, and 24.
We were privileged to have three of our
mission fields represented, namely: Rev.
and Mrs. William Hoke and family from
India; Rev. and Mrs. Ira Stern, Africa;
and Rev. and Mrs. Peter Willms and daughters, Japan. Also we were happy to have
our African brother, Enos Sibanda, from
Messiah College and Bro. Henry Hostetter,
Sec. of the Foreign Mission Board.
The opening service was of special interest as the missionaries appeared in native
costume as they were introduced and as
they gave words of greeting. The keynote
address for the evening was given by Bro.
Willms on "Prayer."
The Saturday afternoon service was a
W.M.P.C. rally and for ladies only. Each
one of the missionary ladies spoke on
"How the other Lady Lives." The similarities and differences were pointed out and
well illustrated by colored slides. Another
interesting feature for the afternoon was
a children's missionary rally in charge of
the men missionaries. The children were
kept busy and well educated by taking an
imaginary trip around the world visiting
our various mission fields.
An Indian skit in charge of the Hoke
family was very interesting and informative illustrating a typical Santal service in
a village by an evangelist and his daughter.
Likewise, a Japanese skit by Bro. and Sr.
Willms clearly depicted a visit in a school
teacher's home by a parent.

Missionary Conference Speakers at Fairview: from left—Henry Hostetter, Wm.
Hoke, E. W. Thomas, pastor, Pete Willms
and Ira Stern.
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ing Committee, and Planning and Decorating Committee. The ground was purchased
south of the church where excavation began
the latter part of September. Harvey Hoke
was the supervising contractor and work
was begun immediately.
The foundation of the house is 30' x 40'
plus a 10' x 12' study to the front of the
house. The construction is a story and a
half, brick veneer, consisting of a large
kitchen, dining and living room area, two
bedrooms, bath and study on first floor and
two bedrooms and bath upstairs as well as
ample closets and storage space Also there
is a full-size basement and fireplace which
makes an excellent place for youth activities. The kitchen is equipped with a
Mutschler built kitchen (fruit wood) including a built in Tappan range and oven,
Kitchen-Aid dish washer, and double stainless steel sink.
The house was completed to the point
that our new pastor, Bro. Erwin Thomas
and his family, could move in on February
6, 1959.
Sunday, May 17, 1959, was a highlight in
our congregation and will long linger in our
memories. Bishop C. J. Ulery was with us
for the morning worship service and spoke
on "Test of Discipleship." The dedication of
the parsonage was held in the afternoon
and an all-musical program was given in
the evening with the service closing with
the dedication of the organ.

The new Fairview parsonage.
The Dedication Service was opened with
a hymn "O For a Thousand Tongues." Pastor Thomas led in the devotions and our
church treasurer, Howard Hoke, gave a
financial report of the work. The dedication message was given by our Bishop C.
J. Ulery. The Lord blessed us with a beautiful day so that the ceremony of dedication could be held in the parking area facing the parsonage. After the ritual and
prayer of dedication, a solo entitled "Bless
This House" was sung- by Marjorie Niesley.
After the benediction by Rev. Warren Sherman, Pastor Thomas opened the house for
a "Tour of Inspection."
Approximately 150 people attended "Open
House." Light refreshments were served
in the basement. The morning offering
along with gifts received during "open
house" towards the expense of the parsonage amounted to $1517.16.
We extend our thanks to those who participated in committee work, those who donated labor, and to all interested parties
who made this project a success. Truly we
can say "The Lord hath done great things
for us; whereof we are glad." Psalm 126:3
Manheim, Pa.
The 22nd of March was home mission
Sunday. Bro. and Sr. Conner from Va.,
were with us giving us a message on continuing the work which God has given us
to do.
Our Spring Revival meetings began April
12 with Bro. Samuel Lady as evangelist.
His visitation program was much appreciated and effective. Because of increased interest in the services among the community
folk, the meetings were continued three
nights longer than previously planned. Pray
with us that the mother who accepted the
Lord will continue to follow in His steps
and that the convicting power of God will
continue to work among the unsaved who
did not obey God.
In our Christian Home conference May
10 we were privileged to have the Kipes
and Sterns from Africa with us. Beside
having a child dedicatory service and honoring the mothers present, Bro. I r a Stern
gave the message, Sister Stern spoke to the
children and the two couples sang together
in the African language.
Bro. and Sister John Martin shared with
us in the evening service, Sister Martin giving an object lesson to the children.
Dallas Center, Iowa
The Navajo Mission has a new threequarter ton pickup truck which came all the
way from Iowa. The Home Mission Board
purchased the attractive blue Chevrolet
vehicle from Bro. Frank Casler of Dallas
Center, a local salesman. He drove the
truck to the mission loaded with produce
and clothing from the Dallas Center congregation. Approximately 200 lbs. of frozen meat, vegetables, and strawberries ar-
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rived in good condition packed in dry ice.
Many other food items were a part of the
1500 lb. load including fresh rhubarb and
asparagus.
Brethren Rudy Raser and Robert Meyers
accompanied Bro. Casler who brought back
glowing reports of the work of the mission
and of fellowship at the concluding day of
the camp meeting. Sister Urania Williams
of Dallas Center expressed by letter the appreciation of the entire staff for the delicious food and other gifts. We at Dallas
Center count it a privilege to have sent it
to them.
Kindersley, Saskatchewan
Miss Ethel Dohner, a missionary on furlough from Haiti, spoke to us at our
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle.
The Young People from Glidden Calvary
Baptist Church presented an evening program for us. Two inspirational Moody
films were shown entitled, "This Way to
Heaven" and "The Quest."
There have been two baby dedication
services.
Mrs. Cassie Stouth has been missed from
our midst. Funeral services took place on
March 3.
We were glad to welcome into our midst,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Housser and family
from Ontario and Keith Shantz from
Guernsey, Saskatchewan.
During National Family Week the pastor
spoke in the morning service on "The Christian Home." All families were presented
with the book, "The Child's Best Evangelist" by Bishop Charlie Byers.
On Mother's Day the morning message
was, "The Qualities of a Godly Mother."
After the message, eighteen mothers came
forward and were presented with the pledges for mothers purchased from the Commission on Home. Special prayer was
offered on behalf of each mother. On the
same afternoon the chorus from Rosthern
Mennonite Bible College presented us with
a musical program.
We are pleased to see an increase in our
attendance. We look to God for His blessing during the summer months.
M. J.
Cross Roads, Mt. Joy, Pa.
March 1 we enjoyed a program of sacred
music given by the Choral Society of Messiah College. The same evening, Pete
Willms gave a report of their work in Japan and showed pictures.
Dr. Glenn Hoffman was here and gave a
report of the work he was doing in Indonesia. Other guest speakers included Wilmer Heisey from New Mexico; Mary
Heisey from Africa; Walter Heisey who
served his 1-W term in Africa, and John
Climenhaga from Grantham.
The Christ's Crusaders of our congregation sponsor a service once each month at
two rest homes nearby. A service is also
given once each month at the Water Street
Rescue Mission in Lancaster.
May 23 and 24 was the week-end of our
annual Love Feast.
A new parsonage, a memorial to the late
Hiram Wolgemuth and his surviving widow, Mrs. Martha Wolgemuth, 91 years of
age, was dedicated Sunday afternoon, May
24. The home is a gift from their nine
sons and two daughters.
Ground was broken in October 1958 with
much of the actual construction work being
done by the nine brothers. The brick-laying, electrical work, plastering and plumbing were done by contractors. The two
sisters aided in the project in a financial
way. •
This thoughtful family gesture gives the
congregation a parsonage with four bed-
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be with us for revival meeting. We are
looking forward to a great time in the
Lord.

Bishop Ginder leads in dedication service
Cross Roads.
rooms, large living room-dining room
combination and attached garage on the
first floor. The pastor's study and a large
social room with fireplace are located in the
basement.
The family were represented at the dedication by two sons: Eli who presented the
key, and Daniel who spoke concerning the
project. Bishop Henry Ginder gave the
dedication address and led in the dedication
ritual, with B. E. Thuma giving the dedicatory prayer.

Highland, Ohio, Congregation
The winter revival meetings were from
Jan. 4-18 with Bishop A. C. Burkholder
evangelist.
We had a sunrise service on Easter Sunday morning followed by breakfast in the
basement.
May 9-10 was our annual love feast. Bro.
Lester Myers was with us for these services followed by four nights of prophetic
conference.
Sunday afternoon, May 10, was the dedication of our remodeled church. The new
pews had arrived only a few days before.
Bishop Ulery and others participated in this
service.
A few weeks before this we received a
new Thomas Electronic Organ, given by
Claude Foster, age 86, a retired business
man of Cleveland, Ohio. He is giving 700
such organs to country churches in Ohio.
Mr. Foster became ill early in 1957. He
promised, if he recovered, to do something
"in the Lord's service." The gifts are the
fulfillment of that promise.
May God bless him as he shows appreciation for what God has given him.

Our Foreign Missionary Album

The new Cross Roads parsonage.
Fox Hollow Congregation,
Montoursville, Pa.
On March 29, the young people of the
Fox Hollow congregation presented an Easter program entitled "From Olivet to Everlasting Life." We appreciated the community folk who were present.
At the close of a regular Sunday evening service on April 5, there were 9 seekers who knelt at an altar of prayer.
Our love feast was held on May 2. Bro.
Lloyd Buckwalter, Bro. Stephen Heisey and
Bro. Samuel Landis were our guest speakers. This was a great time of fellowship.
Again on May 3 at the close of a regular
Sunday evening service, five seekers knelt
at an altar of prayer. The Holy Spirit was
manifested in a definite way.
Also on May 17, at the close of a regular
Sunday morning service, seven knelt at an
altar of prayer.
On June 3, Bishop Henry Ginder was
with us to show pictures of his recent tour.
The service was enjoyed by all.
We were privileged to have Rev. Reuben
Simmons speak for us on June 7 during our
morning worship service.
Within the past month, the church has
been purchased by the Fox Hollow Congregation. It now belongs to Brethren in
Christ people. We thank the Lord for His
guidance during this time. During the past
year that Bro. and Sr. John Bundy have
been pastoring the Fox Hollow Congregation, the Sunday School has doubled.
Starting on June 29 to July 12, Bro.
Harry Hock from Leonard, Michigan will

"Our Foreign Missionary Album" which
was released at General Conference is
available for general distribution and
should find its way into every Brethren in
Christ home.
In many congregations the Women's
Missionary Prayer Committee or the pastor
is receiving orders for the album which
sells for $1.00. Individuals are encouraged
to place their order with the WMPC representative or the pastor. If this is not possible, copies may be obtained from the office
of the Foreign Mission Board,'Washington
Boro, Pennsylvania. Payment should accompany your order for the albums.
For the convenience of the Canadian Conference, orders for albums should be sent
to Mrs. Christian H. Sider, 227 6th Street,
Collingwood, Ontario.

Notice
According to the action of our recent
Conference a change has been made in the
United States treasurer of the Board of
Administration. Bishop M. M. Book, Talmage, Kansas, the present treasurer, will
turn over his responsibilities to Rev. John
E. Zercher, Evangel Press, Nappanee, Indiana, July 15, 1959. Will all persons sending
contributions to the Board of Administration treasurer please note this change. It
should be noted also that the fund will be
known as the Conference Fund. It was
commonly known previously as the "Assessment."
H. H. Brubaker
Secretary, Board of Administration
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
YOUTH RETREAT
United Zion Campgrounds
Mastersonville, Pa.
July 18 and 19
Theme: "Youth Loyalties"
Topics: "Watch Your Manners"
"Our Loyalties to Our Lord"
"As I See I t " (Question Box)
"Youth's Loyalties to the Church"
Registration: 2 p.m. July 18

Evangelical Visitor

M I L L E R — S a m u e l Mark was born May 30 to
Gaylerd and Marlene Kay (Knight) Miller,
Grantham, Pa. Gaylerd is a student at Messiah College.
HOSTETTER—Renata LeAnn came to bless
the home of Bro. and Sr. James Hostetter on
April S, 1959.
LAUVER—Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Lauver welcomed Robin Lee into their home April 18,
1959, a little playmate for Keith. Robin is
enrolled in the Free Grace Cradle Roll.
LESHER—Emily
James and Margaret
field, Penna., arrived
to the Iron Springs

Ann, daughter of Rev.
(Wenger) Lesher, FairMay 4, 1959, an addition
Cradle Roll.

CHARLES—Landon and Vera Charles of
Morrison, 111., welcomed a son, David Lane,
May 19, 1959. David is a brother for Sharon,
Darlene and Jane.

CARRIAGES
BRTTBAKER-GRAMM — Miss Eva Marie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gramm of
Morrison, 111. became the bride of John

Missions A b r o a d
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence, P . O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Bishop and Mrs. Arthur M. Climenhaga
Miss Velma R. Brillinger
Mr and Mrs. David M. Brubaker*
Mr. Donald E. Potteiger*
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Miss Florence R. Hensel
Miss Ruth E. Hock
Miss Ruth T. H u n t
Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert
Miss Elva F. Lyons
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Matopo 'Outstations: Private Bag 201T, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam L. Heise
Miss Nancy J. Kreider
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Out station Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag
101M Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Helen R. Pyke*
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag 129S, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey
Miss Gladys I. Lehman
Miss Martha M. Long*
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth
Bible Institute Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse F. Lady
Miss F. Mabel Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook
NORTHERN RHODESIA
Macha Mission: Private Bag, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Miss Lois P. Davidson
Miss Dorothy Jean Gish
«
Miss Fannie Dongenecker
Miss Edith E. Miller
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
Miss Martha L. Lady
Miss Edna E. Lehman
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Arthur Brubaker of Mt. Joy, Pa. on Aug. 16,
1958 in the Brethren in Christ Church at
Franklin Corners. The wedding ceremony was
performed by the groom's father, Arthur
Brubaker of Mt. Joy, Pa.
LAGEER-CLIMENHAG-A—Miss F e m e R u t h
Climenhaga of Kindersley, Sask. was united
in marriage with Willard Emerson Lageer also of Kindersley, Sask., on May 23, 1959, in
the Kindersley Brethren in Christ Church. The
Rev. Naaman Climenhaga, father of the bride,
officiated at the ceremony, assisted by the
pastor, Rev. Lome Lichty. The couple will
reside in Kindersley.

McCORKLE—Harvey B. McCorkle of Hershey, Penna., passed to his eternal reward on
May 16, while helping his son to do the
chores at the barn. He was born May 7,
1890 and departed this life May 16, 1959, aged
69! years and 9 days. He is survived by his
wife, Ada S. McCorkle, six sons and six
daughters, four sisters and seven brothers,
thirty-four grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren. Funeral services were conducted at the Balsbaugh United Christian
Church, May 20, by Rev. John H. Martin and
Rev. David .Sellers. Interment was in the adjoining cemetery.
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider
Miss Norma G. Brubaker
Miss Kathryn H. Hossler
Nahumba Mission., P. O. Box 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Kafue Training I n s t i t u t e : P. O. Box 23, Kafue,
N. Rhodesia, Africa.
Miss Anna L. Kettering

3-lBBEE—Mrs. E m a L. Gibble was born
January 28, 1889 and passed away April 29,
1959.
She is survived by her husband, John S.,
and children, Ray W., John Jr., Mrs. Mildred
Rineer, Mrs. Gladys Rodgers and Charles W.
Funeral Services were held in the Salungo
Church of the Brethren where she had been a
member for many yars. Rev. Norman L.
Bowers and Rev. Henry N. Hostetter officiated.
KAUFPMAN—Bennett A. Kauffman, 50, of
Chambersburg, Pa. passed away a t the
Chambersburg hospital May 22, 1959. He had
been in ill health for the last ten years. During our last fall revival Mrs. Kauffman was
saved and some time later while our pastor,
Bro. Charles Rife, was visiting in their home
Bennett accepted Jesus as his Saviour too.
They attend the New Guilford Sunday School.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Hazel ; Carbaugh Kauffman; his father, Adam Kauffman,
and these children; Kenneth, Bennett, Welty,
David, Edward, Clifford, Mrs. William Cowman and Mrs. William Ervin. Seven grandchildren and 13 brothers and sisters.
Funeral services were held at the Barbour
Funeral Home May 26, by Rev. Charles Rife.
Burial in Grindstone Hill Cemetery.
EVANS—Larry Ray Evans, 17, of Fayetteville, Pa. drowned May 31, 1959 in a waterfilled abandoned stone quarry where he had
been on an afternoon outing with five other
young people. L a r r y very faithfully attended
New Guilford Sunday School and was a member of the Senior High Class of young people
and was present the morning this occurred.
Larry was the son of John F. and Dora
Rotz Evans and had 4 brothers and 5 sisters.
Robert, Lester, Joan, Jane, Linda, Shirley,
Susie, John and Richard.
Funeral services were held at the Barbour
Funeral Home with Rev. Charles Rife officiating. Burial in St. Thomas Cemetery.

India

General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa
Mission, P. O. Saharsa, N. E. Railway,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
Miss Leora G. Toder
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Murliganj
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Miss Ruth E. Book
Madhipnra Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E.
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Dr. and Mrs. George E. Paulus
Miss E r m a Z. Hare
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi N. E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India, in charge of
Rev. Charles E. Engle
tTlubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria, District
Howrah, West Bengal, India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick
"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith
Japan
11 Hijiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguclii, Japan.
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
122 Yamamoto-dori, 4 Chome, Ikuta-Ku, Kobe,
Japan.
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill

Cuba

Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province,
Rev. and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth
Rev. and Mrs. John Pawelski

Missionaries on Furlough

Cuba.

Rev. and Mrs. I. M. Stern, c/o Aaron Stern.
Mill Hall, Pa.
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts, c/o Roy Shoalts,
R. 1, Wellandport, Ontario, Canada
Miss Mary E. Stoner, Box 46, R. 2, Mifflintown, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms, c/o E. L.
Guengerich, 1496 N. F i r s t Ave., Upland, Calif.
Miss Mary Engle, Abilene, Kansas, c/o Mrs.
Frances Engle
Miss Pauline Frey, 503 Holmes Ave., Ontario, Calif.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F r a n k Kipe, c/o Omar
Kipe, R. 1, Waynesboro, Pa.
Miss Mary E. Heisey, c/o S. W. Heisey,
Center Hall, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke, Pleasant
Hill, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy, c/o Rev. S. W.
Heisey, Center Hall, Pa.
Miss E s t h e r G. Book, 280 Eighth A.ve., Upland, Cal.
*1-W and voluntary service workers

Orie Miller on a recent visit to P e r u w r i t e s :
" G r e a t c h a n g e s h a v e t a k e n place since I
v i s i t e d h e r e j u s t four y e a r s a g o . " Over
200 a c r e s of thick j u n g l e h a v e been, cleared
w i t h special m a c h i n e r y developed f o r t h i s
p u r p o s e . A l o n g w i t h 500 beef c a t t l e o n
p a s t u r e t h e r e is a weekly schedule of
b u t c h e r i n g , p r o c e s s i n g and f r e e z i ng c a r r i e d
on w i t h t h e m e a t t r a n s p o r t e d b y a i r t o
L i m a f o r m a r k e t i n g . T h e T o u r n a v i s t a comm u n i t y of 500 now includes a n a r e a m i s s i o n a r y children's school w i t h 50 enrolled.
" I n t h e indigenous church S u n d a y school
this m o r n i n g ( M a y 31) t h e r e w e r e 215 p r e s ent. T h i s w i t n e s s is followed u p t h r o u g h
r i v e r o u t r e a c h point s and o t h e r w a y s . "
W A S H I N G T O N — W o r d w a s received
f r o m t h e n a t i o n ' s capita l of t h e u n e x p e c t e d
d e a t h of Victor A. Olsen on M o n d a y m o r n ing, J u n e 8. Mr. Olsen w a s t h e Selective
Service A d m i n i s t r a t o r w i t h w h o m MCC
Peace Section h a s h a d cordial w o r k i n g r e lations f o r m a n y y e a r s i n a d m i n i s t e r i n g t h e
C P S and 1-W p r o g r a m s . C. N . H o s t e t t e r ,
J r . r e p r e s e n t e d MCC a t Mr. Olsen's f u n e r a l
in Danville, P a . , J u n e 11.
~;),
H O N G K O N G — E x e c u t i v e S e c r e t a r y Observes M a t e r i a l Aid D i s t r i b u t i o n s '.''.'.".
W h i l e visitin g H o n g K o n g M a y 27-31, J "Executive S e c r e t a r y William T. S n y d e r a t t e n d e d several food a n d c l o t h i n g distributions to observe t h e principles u n d e r which
MCC is o p e r a t i n g . S n y d e r s u m m a r i z e s , " I
a m convinced t h a t o u r personnel u n d e r Dir e c t o r N o r m a n W i n g e r t a r e doing a v e r y
good job of d i s t r i b u t i n g m a t e r i a l aid. M r s .
Wingert's work a t Kwong W a h Charity
H o s p i t a l with t h e m o t h e r s h a s real significance. T h e H o s p i t a l medical d i r e c t o r indicated h e r a p p r o a c h is unique in r e a c h i n g
n e e d y people. Our w o r k e r s a r e r e l a t i n g
s t r o n g l y to t h e C h r i s t i an c h u r c h e s ' a n d . in
m a n y of t h e distribution s C h i n e s e - l a n g u a g e
C h r i s t i a n s g i v e a w o r d of s p i r i t u a l food."
Because of t h e p r o x i m i t y of H o n g K o n g
(15)

to Red China it is difficult to determine how
long Christians will have freedom to operate here; but for the present Hong Kong
is open for service and there is great need
among the refugees for a ministry "in the
name of Christ," Snyder concludes.

Brisbane Crusade Hits Peak; Graham
Flies To Europe
BRISBANE, Australia (EP)—Evangelist
Leighton Ford, an associate of the Billy
Graham Australian Crusade, spoke to his
largest crowd in Brisbane, Australia, last
May. His audience of 22,000 far surpassed
attendance for any Protestant service during the State of Queensland's one hundred
year history. The Crusade, held in the
famed Milton Tennis Courts, was backed by
approximately two hundred churches of the
city, and the workers for the Crusade included 1,800 trained counsellors, 2,000 choir
members and 600 ushers. Ford is the husband of Billy Graham's youngest sister.
Evangelist Graham appeared during the
last three nights of the Brisbane Crusade.
He spoke to 50,000 people on the opening
night, bringing to 3,101,000 persons the
number of people he spoke to during the
12-week Australian crusade among which
were recorded 134,000 "decisions."
After the Brisbane meetings Graham
flew to Europe to join his wife for a vacation.

•-*

Korean N.A.E. Chooses Day of Prayer
June 25 has been chosen by the office of
International Affairs of the National Association of Evangelicals in Korea as a
special day of prayer for North Korea. The
date chosen is the anniversary of the invasion of South Korea by the Communists in
1950. Although the South Koreans saw 500
ministers killed and 1,700 churches destroyed they are, on this ninth anniversary
of the invasion, fulfilling the scriptural
command to pray for their enemies. Announcement of the prayer meetings was
made by the Rev. Timothy Ree, general
secretary of the NAE group in Korea. (EP)
Hawaiians Defeat Horse-Betting Bill
HONOLULU (EP)—Hawaiian citizens on
the island of Maui voted down 44 to 7 legislation by the Territorial House of Representatives! that would have legalized horse
race betting. Opposition by the churches
and other groups was so strong that a
similar bill for Hawaii island was returned
to the committee without reaching the floor.
1000 Welcome Graham in London
LONDON (EP)—More than 1,000 hymnsinging Britons welcomed Evangelist Billy
Graham June 6 as he disembarked from
the Paris boat train in Victoria Station.
Graham igreeted the crowd and explained
that he was not coming to England this
time to preach, but is taking a vacation. An
Anglican minister friend of the evangelist,
the Rev. Arthur Goodwin-Hudson, disclosed
that Graham has been invited to Moscow
by Russian Baptist church leaders. If
Graham accepts, he said, the trip would
probably be made next week end.
U. S. Catholic Population Near 40 Million
Since Alaska and Hawaii were joined to
the United States, the nation's Roman
Catholic population has leaped to 39,505,475—an increase of over three million in
the past year, according to the Official
Catholic Directory for 1959, just published.
The figure includes approximately two million Catholics under the jurisdiction of
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Francis Cardinal Spellman as Military Vicar, never reported until this year.
The new directory lists 140,411 adult
baptisms or converts to Catholicism for
1958; 52,689 ordained priests; 16,185 parishes with resident pastors and 568 parishes without resident clergy.
The report shows a new high of 13,619
Catholic educational institutions, including
258 colleges and universities, 1,583 diocesan
and parish high schools, 845 private high
schools, 9,814 parish elementary schools,
and 473 private elementary schools.
The directory states that membership of
the Catholic Church in the U.S. is now 47.8
per cent higher than it was 10 years ago.
(EP)

family," (2) abolition of capital punishment, calling it contrary to "the revelation
of God's love in Jesus Christ," (3) desegregation, (4) condemnation of laws either
banning or requiring union shop agreements, under which employees must join a
union and (5) all-out war against alcoholism, purposing to ask congregations to encourage "voluntary abstinence" from liquor.

New Movie on Rock-N-Roll to be Premiered
WINONA LAKE, Ind. (EP)—"TeenAge Rock" will have its world premier
June 30, at Youth for Christ International's
fifteenth annual convention. The movie,
produced by Gospel Films, Muskegon, presents as its theme what happens in a
typical American high school when an exchange student criticizes the "rock-n-roll"
set.

Marion College Gets New President
MARION, Ind. (EP)—Dr. Harold K.
Sheets has been named the new president
of Marion College. He will take office Feb.
1, 1960, succeeding Dr. William F. McCoon
whoi has been elected to an emeritus position after serving 27 years as president. Dr.
Sheets is known in evangelical circles as a
youth leader and counsellor, and has served
many different groups in camp meetings,
conferences and revivals. He served the
Wesleyan Methodist Church of America as
general secretary of the youth department
for 12 years and was beginning another
four-year term when he was called to head
the Department of Home Missions and
Church Extension in 1955, which position
he currently occupies.

President Cautions Against Attacks on
Strauss' Religion
WASHINGTON, D. C. (EP)—President
Eisenhower has labeled "tragic" any antiSemitism that might be injected into the
controversy over the confirmation of Adm.
Lewis Strauss as secretary of commerce.
"If it is brought forward seriously, this
is indeed tragic," the President said at a
press conference. "We have here a man of
the highest type of character, ability, (who
has) devoted many years of his life to public service and to see such a false charge
thrown at him in order to belittle him or
hurt him would be very, very sad."

Little Leaguer Shortstop Also Preaches
EAST POINT, Ga. (EP)—"I love to play
ball," says Douglas Johnson of East Point,
Ga., "but when it comes time to pray, I put
away my ball and glove."
The little 11-year-old shortstop does more
than pray—he preaches, sings and plays
the guitar in evangelistic services . . . has
been doing so for the past year at the Full
Gospel Assembly of God Church. The Rev.
Charles Cherry, pastor of the church, says
that 18 new members have joined since
Douglas began preaching in January, 1958.
"He's a wonderful boy and he's helping a
lot of people," the pastor said.

San Diego Gets New Christian Radio
Station
LOS ANGELES (EP)—The Bible Institute of Los Angeles, Inc., plans to construct
a new FM Station in San Diego, Calif. The
station will: be on the air before the end of
1959, according to school officials. Located
a t 102.5- on the FM dial, the station will
have an effective radiated power of 2.4. A
group of San Diego business men are serving on an advisory council for the projected
station. The committee is headed by Mr.
George Alban, president of the Christian
Broadcasting Association of San Diego.

Gioceryman's Evangelistic Crusade Draws
44,000
LUBBOCK, Tex. (EP)—Approximately
44,000 persons attended meetings during an
eight-day Crusade for Christ conducted at
Lubbock, Texas, by lay evangelist Howard
E. Butt, Jr. A total of 694 "commitments
to Christ" were recorded. Of these, 225
decisions were made at the final meeting in
the city's Coliseum, which was crowded to
its capacity of 10,000.

Conservative Baptists Take Lead in
Japanese Literature
Japan's largest producer of evangelical
literature is reportedly the six-year-old
Conservative Baptist Publishing House. It
has printed more than 20 books, most of
which have 400 pages each, and has prepared eight Bible correspondence courses in
which 9,000 Japanese are enrolled. More
than 20,000 copies of Halley's Bible Handbook have been produced and sold. (EP)
Presbyterians Decide Issues at Conference
INDIANAPOLIS (EP) — Presbyterian
delegates endorsed the following resolutions at their 171st General Assembly in
Indianapolis recently: (1) birth control, saying "the proper use of medically approved
contraceptives may contribute to the spiritual, moral and economic welfare of the
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Missionary Offering Hits Peak at Peoples
Church
TORONTO, Canada (EP)—The Peoples
Church of Toronto, long famed for its missionary zeal under the leadership of its
founder, Dr. Oswald J. Smith, received
$313,000 in gifts and pledges for missions
in one day. The offering was taken on the
closing night of a four-week missionary
convention.
Program Celebrates 400th Telecast
LOS ANGELES (EP)—California's oldest continuing religious program celebrated
its 400th telecast June 7 in services at the
Westchester Methodist Church, Los Angeles.
"Great Churches of the Golden West" originated at the Hollywood Presbyterian
Church, with Dr. Louis Evans giving the
sermon and Dr. Clifton Moore, then minister of radio and television at the church,
acting as narrator. More than 200,000
viewers watch it each week, Producer Moore
said.

